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Abstract:

In all the literary traditions of the world, works of

poetry are usually deemed as a source of happiness

of mind and heart. But at the same time we also

find such extraordinary example of great poets

who tend to ponder over the fundamental

questions of humanity and thus history bestows on

these poets the title of 'thinker' and 'philosopher'.

Allama Iqbal is such great poet in the world of

Urdu literature. His wisdom has been universally

acknowledged and he has rightly earned the title of

'Hakeem-ul-Ummat'.

In this article ''the poet of today and tomorrow'' the

author has sought to understand and highlight the

factors that provide the basis to the greatness of

poetry of Iqbal.

The beautiful tree of Iqbal's great poetry is rooted

in the golden age of Muslim Ummah. Iqbal teaches

Muslims not to become victims of modern times

but to become creators of a new world . The

freshness of his imagination and depth of his

thought earned him world acclaim. This article is

an effort to dive deep into occean of Iqbal's

thought.
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